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Abstract—A connection-chainis a set of connections created
by sequentially logging into a series of hosts, known asstepping-
stones. It provides an effective scheme for attackers to manually
interact with a victim machine without disclosing their tru e
origin. The victim will only identify the last host in the chain,
while the true origin is hidden behind a series of stepping-stones.
Addressing connection-chains poses challenges for researchers in
the field of computer security. Accordingly, several approaches
have been proposed in the literature. In this paper, we review
those approaches and classify them according to a proposed
taxonomy.

Index Terms—Connection chain, Stepping stone, Tracing,
Traceback, Network forensics, Network security

I. I NTRODUCTION

hacker

victim

a series of stepping stones

Fig. 1. Using a connection-chain to hide an attacker’s origin.

The increase in hacking activities over the Internet is
attributed to a number of factors. One important factor is
the lack of accountability. Attackers have plenty of tricks
and techniques that help them to stayanonymousduring their
attacks.

A very effective anonymity technique is to indirectly attack
a victim machine via a series of intermediary hosts; a scheme
that is often called aconnection-chain. The chain is established
by recursively logging into different hosts (known asstepping-
stones) before attacking the target machine as shown in figure
1. Effectively, the connection-chain constitutes a channel that
connects the attacker on one side with a victim machine on
the other side. It gives the attacker an anonymous mean to
manually interact with the victim machine without revealing
the attacker’s origin. The victim will only see packets coming
from the last host in the chain, when in fact; the attack is
hidden behind a list of possibly unrelated hosts.

Tracing connection-chains is a challenging yet important
task for a number of applications. The following is a sample:

• Network Forensics: Tracing connection-chains plays a
crucial role in network forensics applications. Particu-
larly, it has the potential of revealing an attack’s path

as well as the involved hosts. Investigation then typically
proceeds by isolating affected hosts and collecting data
from them. Ideally, such tracing also leads to the origin
of an attacker especially insiders. Coupled with collected
evidences, the attacker can also be prosecuted in a court
of law.

• Liability: If a host owned by an organization were ex-
ploited as a stepping-stone, the attack would appear to
be originating from this organization. As a result, they
may be held liable for such attack. Detecting connection-
chains can help to enforce policies of transit traffic.

• Deterrence: Anonymity is a main concern of serious
attackers. In fact, it is the whole purpose of establishing
a connection-chain in the first place. An effective tracing
tool will deter some attackers in fear of exposing their
true origin.

Historically, connection-chains have been used repeatedly
by attackers to hide their true origin. For instance, they have
been used in a spy chase documented in the popular book:
the cuckoo’s egg[1]. Yet, Staniford-Chen and Heberlein are
first to actually address the problem within a network security
context and propose a solution [2]. They also coined the term
connection-chain. The termstepping-stoneswas later coined
by [3]. Since then, different approaches for detecting and
tracing connection-chains have been proposed in the computer
security literature.

In this review, we survey several approaches for detect-
ing and tracing connection-chains. We also classify these
approaches according to a proposed taxonomy. The review
focuses on thetechnical issues. Specifically, we try to show
how an approach works and highlight some shortcomings as
well. There are somenon-technicalissues, for instance legal
and societal ones. Such issues are not discussed here, but the
interested reader is advised to reference the paper by [4].

The rest of the review is outlined as follows. In section
II, we address some related and subtle issues surround-
ing connection-chains. In section III, relevant terminology
and background material are presented. Then, taxonomy of
connection-chains approaches is briefly described in section
IV. The taxonomy is then explored in further details in
the succeeding sections. First, network-based approachesare
discussed in section V. Then, host-based approaches are
discussed in section VI. At last, system-based approaches
are discussed in section VII. In section VIII, we evaluate
the reviewed approaches against a set of criteria. Finally,we
conclude the review and present possible open challenges in
section IX.
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II. RELATED ISSUES

A. Anonymity: Connection-Chains Vs Spoofing

Serious attackers may have different motives, but definitely
share a common concern; i.e.anonymity. They strive to hide
their true origin during their attacks by employing different
tricks and techniques. Generally, these techniques belongto
one of two major schemes. One of them is using connection-
chains, which is the focus of this review. The other one is to
carry an attack using spoofed traffic; i.e. traffic where packets
have forged sourceip addresses.

From a tracing perspective, the settings of the two schemes
are very different. As a result, researchers have treated them
almost in parallel.IP tracebackor just traceback1 is coined
for tracing spoofed traffic, while plain terms liketracing or
trackingare used in the context of connection-chains. In what
follows, we highlight some of the main differences between
the two schemes.

• A connection-chain is established to create a bidirectional
channel for an attacker to manually interact with a victim
machine. As a result, every connection in the chain
must have correct source and destinationip addresses.
On the other hand, spoofed traffic is used for flooding
denial of service attacks (DOS/DDOS). An attacker is
not interested in receiving any traffic from the victim
machine. Therefore, sourceip addresses can be anything.

• In connection-chains, anonymity is achieved because a
victim can only trace traffic to the last host in the chain.
The true origin is laundered by several intermediary
hosts. In spoofing attacks, however, an attacker stays
anonymous because the packets’ sourceip addresses are
fictitious.

• The type of traffic underlying the two schemes is very
different. Connection-chains carry interactive traffic that
reflects an attacker’s typing dynamics. Therefore, the
packets typically carry few (mostly one) bytes with
timings of a typewriting human. On the other hand,
spoofed traffic is generally massive and only limited by
the dynamics of the network.

B. Legitimate Connection-Chains

Many users establish connection-chains on a daily basis
either for convenience or necessity. A typical example is
accessing restricted machines. These types of connection-
chains are legitimate, because they conform to typical usage
policies. The focus of this review, however, is the “bad” type
of connection-chains. Distinguishing one from another is a
subtle issue that may cause some confusion. In this section,
we try to highlight what makes a connection-chain bad.

One distinguishing criteria is theobjective of creating a
connection-chain in the first place. As mentioned earlier,
legitimate connection-chains are established for either con-
venience or necessity. On the other hand, illegitimate ones
are established by someone to hide her true origin; i.e. to
stay anonymous. Clearly, the objective is very different inthe

1For IP tracebackapproaches, the interested reader is referred to a review
by [5]

two cases. Unfortunately, there is no easy way to identify the
objective of a connection-chain. However, the next criteria can
help.

Another distinguishing criteria is the association of a
connection-chain with an attack. A connection-chain by itself
is not an attack. In fact, it is just a channel to carry an attack.
Therefore, legitimate connection-chains should not carryany
attacks. On the other hand, illegitimate ones should carry signs
or signatures of some attacks. Accordingly, “bad” connection-
chains are those that can be associated with an attack.

C. Progressive Difficulty

From a computer security perspective, connection-chains are
troublesome since they are quite easy to establish and use for
attacks. At the same time, they are hard to trace as they may
span different autonomous systems (AS). Additionally, neither
the standard TCP/IP suite nor standard operating systems adapt
protocols or mechanisms to deal with them.

The difficulty level of tracing a connection-chain is related
to its environment. Specifically, the difficulty is inversely
proportional to the ability of controlling the hosts and the
network. This progressive difficulty can be demonstrated with
the following three reference models [6].

1) Closed Model: Both hosts and network are under the
control of a central authority.

2) Academic Model: A central authority controls the net-
work, but not the hosts.

3) Internet Model: Neither the hosts nor the network are
controlled by a central authority.

Using the above models, the challenges in tracing connection-
chains progressively increase as one moves from one model
to the next one.

III. B ACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

A. Terminology and Definitions

In TCP/IP suite, applications liketelnet [7], rlogin [8]
andssh [9] are used to log in a host and acquire avirtual
terminal (or simply a terminal) on that host. The terminal
(also calledconsoleor shell) is useful to execute commands
and other programsinteractively. For convenience, we refer to
such applications asterminal applications.

If a user runs a terminal application on hosth0 to log into
another hosth1, a terminal on hosth1 is obtained and atcp
connection[10] (or simply aconnection) c0 is established. The
user then may use the terminal at hosth1 to log into another
hosth2. This procedure may be repeated as many times as the
user wishes2 creating a series of connections as follows:

|h0| ←− c0 −→ |h1| ←− · · · · · · −→ |hn−1| ←− cn−1 −→ |hn|

This series of connections is called aconnection-chain[2],
whereas the intermediary hosts are calledstepping-stones[3].

Definition 3.1: A connection-chainC is a list of tcp
connections created by recursively logging into a series of
hosts;C = 〈c0, . . . , ci, . . . , cn−1〉.

2In practice, the number of hosts is limited by the maximum delay that a
user is willing to experience [11].
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Definition 3.2: Stepping-stonesH are intermediary hosts
that are used in establishing a connection-chain;
H = 〈h1, . . . , hi, . . . , hn−1〉.

A related notion to consider is therelative position of
the hosts and connections within a connection-chain. For this
purpose, the following terms are defined.

Definition 3.3: In reference to a given hosthj , anupstream
host hi is a host that is closer to theorigin host (h0); i.e.
0 ≤ i < j. Conversely, adownstream hosthk is a host that
is closer to thetarget host (hn); i.e. j < k ≤ n. The terms
upstream connectionand downstream connectionare defined
similarly.

Yet, another issue to consider is the notion ofdirectionality.
Although a connection isbidirectional, it has a direction in the
sense of theclient/serverparadigm [12]. To distinguish each
direction, the following definition is provided.

Definition 3.4: Each connection is made of aforward flow
and abackward flow. The forward flowrefers to the sequence
of tcp packets sent by theclient-side(or simply theclient),
while thebackward flowrefers to the sequence oftcp packets
sent by theserver-side(or simply theserver).

At last, it is worth highlighting the following idea. In a
connection-chain, each flowing packet has aheaderpart and
a possiblecontent(or payload) part. The header part is unique
for every single connection in the chain. It can be described
by the following 5-tuple:

〈src.ip, src.port, dest.ip, dest.port, protocol〉

The abbreviationssrc and dest stand forsourceand desti-
nation respectively. They refer to the notion of directionality
mentioned earlier.

Unlike the header part, the content part of a packet is relaid
across the connections of a connection-chain. Therefore, it
should remain the same during its journey through the chain.
It, however, can be transformed in its passage depending on
the used applications. A common transformation is encryption.

B. Dynamics of Terminal Applications

Terminal applications have distinctivefunctionalityandtraf-
fic pattern, which set them apart from other applications.
Functionality refers to the way that the client-side and the
server-side interact during an established session. On theother
hand, traffic pattern refers to the characteristics of generated
packets as observed at the network-level, such as packets’ sizes
and inter-arrival times.

In terms of functionality, a terminal application exhibits
a distinctive send/echoactivity between its client-side and
server-side. When a user establishes a terminal session and
starts typing on her keyboard, the following types of packets
are exchanged:

1) Send packet: The client sendsevery character as it is
being typed by the user.

2) Echo packet: The serverechoesback the sent character
in order for the client to display it.

This routine is repeated for every typed character until the
user hits the key “return” which causes executing the typed

command. After the command’s execution is finished, the
server sends the command’s output to the client.

In the case of a connection-chain, the above basicsend/echo
model is stretched over the entire chain. Effectively, the
connections are equivalent to a singlelogical tcp connection
where a client is located at one end and a server is located
at the other end. The individual connections are glued by
in-between stepping-stones. Asend packet traverses every
forward flow, while the correspondingechopacket traverses
the backward flows.

To stitch the connection-chain, each stepping-stone runs two
processes: a server and a client. The server accepts connec-
tions from an upstream stepping-stone (or the chain’s origin),
whereas the client connects to a downstream stepping-stone
(or the chain’s target).Sendandechopackets are passed over
between the two processes inside a stepping-stone. Effectively,
sendpackets are pushed downstream towards the target, while
the correspondingechopackets are pushed upstream towards
the origin.

Moving on to the concept oftraffic pattern, there are
generally two classes of network traffic:interactiveand bulk
transfer. Terminal applications generate traffic that belongs to
the former class. Essentially, the packets flowing in forward
flows are dictated by the user’s activity instead of the network
dynamics. On the contrary,bulk transfersessions (for instance,
ftp [13]) are limited by factors liketcp flow control,
maximum transfer unit(MTU), network congestion, etc.

In general, several metrics are used to characterize interac-
tive traffic [14], [15]. For the purpose of studying connection-
chains, the following metrics are considered:packet sizeand
packet timing. Packet size refers to the size of thetcp payload
in bytes, while packet timing refers to the characteristicsof a
packet’s arrival/interarrival times.

If the connection is not encrypted (as intelnet), a send
(and an echo) packet normally has a size of one byte that
corresponds to a character typed by a user. With encryption
(as inssh), however, a send (and an echo) packet carries an
encrypted version of the typed character. Hence, a packet’ssize
depends on the encryption algorithm used. There are exception
cases where few characters may be combined. For instance,
telnet has aline mode where a client sends lines of text
instead of individual characters.

For packets’ timing, send packets in a forward flow are
generated one by one as the user types on her keyboard. As a
result, the packets’ arrival (and inter-arrival) times arefaithful
reflections of her typing dynamics rather than the network
dynamics. In particular, the inter-arrival times reflect how fast
a user can type. There are empirical and statistical models
that describe these times rigorously [14], [15]. Also, there are
simulation tools to simulate them [16]. We refer the interested
reader to the cited publications.

C. Model and Assumptions

Fortunately, it is not necessary to address the connection-
chain problem in a general manner. In practice, there are
severaldomain knowledgeconstraints, which are generally
stated as either explicit or implicit assumptions. This section
addresses these assumptions.
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of proposed approaches for detecting and tracing
connection-chains.

In principle, connection-chains are solely used forinterac-
tive attacks. In other words, an attacker uses a connection-
chain as a bidirectional channel to interact with a victim
machine. This entails two main consequences. First, thetcp
protocol is the transport protocol used in connection-chains.
Secondly, the underlying traffic is interactive.

It is conceivable for an attacker to use another transport
protocol or an unusual covert channel. This, however, requires
a great deal of activities such as installing special modules on
the stepping-stones. Potentially, such interactions are very loud
and easier to detect and trace.

The above discussion leads to the following points:

• tcp [10] is the transport protocol employed in establish-
ing connection-chains.

• A connection-chain can be modeled as a single logical
TCP connection that connects ahumanagent at one side
to a victim machine on the other side.

• Stepping-stones act as relay machines. They however may
modify the relayed traffic. Possible modifications include
encryption, embedding fictitious packets and adding ran-
dom or intentional delay. Nonetheless, incoming traffic is
related to outgoing one. This sets stepping-stones apart
from other types of attack relays; namelyzombiesand
reflectors.

IV. TAXONOMY OF APPROACHES

In the literature, many approaches have been proposed
to detect and/or trace connection-chains. Those approaches
integrate numerous interesting ideas and techniques. Before
we start exploring them in details, we present a taxonomy
that encompasses them. The taxonomy should render a “big
picture” of the proposed approaches.

Generally, connection-chain approaches align with the tax-
onomy shown in figure 2. The top level of classification
is based on the familiardeploymentcriteria. In particular,
approaches are classified based on thelocationwhere analysis
takes place. Accordingly, approaches that operate on packets at
the network level are classified undernetwork-based(section
V). Also, approaches that function inside hosts are classified as
host-basedapproaches (section VI). Finally, those approaches,
which employ both host-based and network-based compo-
nents, are classified assystem-basedapproaches (section VII).

Noticeably, network-based approaches have received most
of the research effort. Therefore, we further classify them
into either similarity-based(section V-A) or anomaly-based

(section V-B) approaches. In this case, the classification is
based on thenatureof analysis employed in each class.

V. NETWORK-BASED APPROACHES

Network-based approaches operate at the network level by
examining packets for signs of connection-chains. They are
further divided into two main categories; namelysimilarity-
basedandanomaly-based. The difference lies at the scale of
analysis. While, similarity-based approaches operate on the
larger scale of a set of connections, anomaly-based approaches
operate on the smaller scale of only a single connection. Each
category will now be explained in further details.

A. Similarity-Based

If two connectionsci andcj belong to the same connection-
chain C, then they are more likely to share some common
features. This is especially true for interactive traffic. There-
fore, one could devise asimilarity measureto compare the
connections, and flag similar ones as candidates for being part
of the same connection-chain. Such measure is typically a
function of someinvariant features that are relayed by the
stepping-stones.

Two classes of similarity measures have been proposed
in the literature:content-basedmeasures andtiming-based
measures. A content-based measure computes similarity by
analyzing the packets’ contents (payload), whereas the timing-
based measure computes similarity by analyzing the packets’
timing characteristics.

If the connections are not encrypted, then a content-based
measure works well. Basically, a character appearing in a
given connection is assured to appear later in time in eithera
downstream or upstream connection of the same connection-
chain. A naive measure is to simply perform a brute-force
text matching between packets’ contents [3]. Another simple
measure is to traceuniquestrings, for instance alogin greeting
message [3]. Yet, another simple measure is to compute
frequenciesof characters traveling through connections [2].

In addition to introducing the connection-chain problem,
Staniford-Chen and Heberlein are first to propose a content-
based similarity measure, which they referred to asthumbprint
[2]. In essence, a thumbprint is a real vector that is computed
based on frequencies of characters traversing a connection
during a specified time period . It serves as a condensed
signature that can be used to differentiate (or relate) two
connections.

Regrettably, content-based similarity measures are limited,
because they only work if the packets’ contents are not
encrypted nor modified as they flow through the connection-
chain. A more general approach is to correlate connections
based on the packets’ timings instead of their contents.
Collectively, such approaches employtiming-basedsimilarity
measures. In fact, the majority of connection-chain research
belongs to this particular class.

Zhang et al. proposed a simple yet effective timing-based
measure [3]. The measure exploits the distinctive ON/OFF
patterns observed in interactive traffic. Specifically, observing
an interactive connection reveals a pattern of alternatingON
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and OFF periods. An ON period is when the user is typing on
her keyboard, while an OFF period is when she is idle. The
authors devised a similarity measure that computes coincident
transition from OFF periods to ON periods among a set of
connections. Using such measure, connections with similar
transitions are correlated.

Deviation is another timing-based measure proposed by
[17]. The measure relies on the following idea. As packets
flow through a connection, the total size of transferred bytes
tends to increase monotonically in time. Therefore, if two
connections belong to the same connection-chain, then their
total size of transferred bytes should grow at a similar rate.
Obviously, this measure only works if the packet sizes are not
altered at the stepping-stones. The authors formally developed
this concept and used it to correlate connections.

Wang et al. proposed a timing-based measure that correlates
connections based on the inter-packet delay (IPD) in forward
flows [18]. In interactive traffic, IPD is a reflection of the
typing dynamics of a user. Hence, the authors propose that
they are unique and preserved through a connection-chain.
They developed a similarity measure to compute and compare
connections’ IPDs.

Blum et al. proposed a timing-based measure that correlates
connections bycountingpackets observed in a time interval
[19]. They also showed how many packets are needed to
declare whether two connections belong to a connection-chain
or not.

He and Tong adapted a signal processing approach to detect
connection chains [20]. In this approach, a connection is
modeled as a point process, where the points represent the
stream of packets in the given connection. Two connections are
part of a connection chain, if their corresponding processes can
be shown to exhibit acasualmapping (bijection). On the other
hand, two connections are not part of a connection chain, if
their corresponding processes are shown to be independent.To
search for casual mappings between connections, the authors
proposed two algorithms. One of the algorithms is timing-
based, one that employs a delay constraint to search for
possible mapping between incoming and outgoing packets.
The other one uses a memory constraint to perform the same
task.

Wang and Reeves proposed an active timing-based measure
[21]. The idea is to embed a specially designedwatermark
into the flow of packets. If such watermark reappears later
in another connection, then the two connections are part
of the same connection-chain. The proposed watermark is
essentially a modification of inter-packet timing between some
selected packets. Peng et al. studied the secrecy of such
watermarks and whether they can be detected [22]. They found
out that embedded watermarks can be successfully recovered
and duplicated if they are not designed carefully. Also, the
existence of watermarks can always be quickly detected.

At last, timing-based measures avoid using packets’ con-
tents, hence they can be used even if packets are encrypted.
They, however, may fail if packets’ timing characteristics(for
instance arrival times) are disturbed either deliberatelyor due
to the dynamics of the network and hosts.

B. Anomaly-Based

In similarity-based approaches, the theme is comparing con-
nections using some similarity measure. In contrast, anomaly-
based approaches conform to a morelocal approach, where
each connection is analyzed in isolation of other connections.
Specifically, a connection’s forward and backward flows are
analyzed. The idea is thatdirect terminal sessions behave dif-
ferently from indirect ones like those comprising connection-
chains. In other words, connection-chain manifests a deviation
from thenormal direct terminal session.

This novel approach was first proposed in [23]. He sug-
gested measuring the following two time estimates:

• Send-Ack time: The time taken by asendpacket to travel
to the next host and gets acknowledged. Basically, this
time is an estimate of thenormalroundtrip time exhibited
by a direct terminal session.

• Send-Echo time: The roundtrip time for asendpacket to
reach the server side and gets echoed back.

In a direct terminal session, theSend-Ackand Send-Echo
times are expected to be similar. In an indirect terminal session
(connection-chain) however, theSend-Echotime is expected
to be larger than theSend-Acktime. In fact, theSend-Echo
time becomes larger as the connection-chain becomes longer.
There is, however, a catch. Matching asend packet with
the correspondingechopacket can be tricky especially when
encryption is used. Yung developed these concepts formally
and provided a heuristic matching algorithm.

Yang et al. proposed another anomaly-based algorithm [24],
[25]. Their approach suggests analyzing connections inreal-
timeas a connection-chain is being established. They proposed
several heuristic algorithms to match asendpacket with its
correspondingechopacket, in order to measure theSend-Echo
time in real-time. When a new connection is appended to the
connection-chain, theSend-Echotime jumpsto a higher value.
A plot of the Send-Echotime reveals a step-like function,
where every step corresponds to a newly added connection.
As such, a step-like behavior is indicative of a connection-
chain.

At last, it is worth mentioning that anomaly-based ap-
proaches are not suitable for tracing purposes. They are
inspired as a tool to only detect connections that are part ofa
connection-chain.

VI. H OST-BASED APPROACHES

In a typical network, a host usually has several inbound
and outbound connections that correspond to listening servers
and talking clients respectively. If the host is exploited as a
stepping-stone, then there must be a correlation between some
inbound and outbound connections. In other words, a packet
arriving at an inbound connection is assured to reappear in
an outbound connection. In network-based approaches, such
correlation is ascertained using different similarity measures
(see section V-A). In host-based approaches, however, the
story is different.

Ironically, all operating systems, by default, do not have
a function or a data structure that tells whether an outbound
connection has been created by an inbound connection. As a
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result, one has to actually explore the operating system to find
out if such link exists. In literature, several techniques have
been proposed to address this shortage.

One class of techniques employ a processsearchingal-
gorithm based on the following concept. If an outbound
connectionco is created by an inbound connectionci, then the
processespi attached toci andpo attached toco are somehow
linked. Depending on the operating system, the processes tree
can be searched to discover if such link does exist.

Kang et al. proposed a simple search algorithm for a UNIX
operating system [26]. Using the notations stated above, the
algorithm operates as follows. Ifci and co are part of a
connection-chain, thenpo (in many cases) is created (fork-
ed) either directly or indirectly bypi. Given the fact that in
Unix, each process maintains a pointer to its parent process.
Then, a simple way to linkpo to pi is to start atpo and
recursivelyvisit its parent process untilpi is found.

The above simple search algorithm fails if the link between
po and pi is more involved. For instance, this can be a
result of using a pipe or other interprocess communication
means. Carrier and Shields proposed a more comprehensive
search algorithm to resolve those cases [27]. For eachpo, they
proposed walking up the processes tree, exploring a process’s
parent and all its siblings. They implemented the algorithm
for three Unix-like operating systems; Linux, OpenBSD and
Solaris.

Buchholz and Shields proposed a different approach, which
does not require searching processes [28]. The approach calls
for modifying an operating system to support linking an
outbound connection to an inbound one. For each process,
a new data structureorigin is stored in its process table.
For processes created by a remote connection,origin holds
the typical 5-tuple information associated with that connection.
For locally created processes,origin is undefined. When a
processforks another one,origin is as usual inherited.
The authors also proposed other supporting system calls and
data structures.

At last, it is worth mentioning that host-based approaches
are useful to detect stepping-stones with high accuracy. How-
ever, they are not useful by themselves to trace connection-
chains. To do so, such approaches have to be employed
within a system in order to recursively reveal the whole chain.
Also, host-based approaches suffer from an obvious drawback.
Specifically, they rely on theintegrity of the stepping-stones.
Such trust can not be established because stepping-stones are
compromised hosts by definition.

VII. SYSTEM-BASED APPROACHES

In the literature, several system-based approaches have
been proposed. In general, they employ an arrangement of
collaborating components that together cooperate to detect and
trace connection-chains. The components are both host-based
and network-based.

One of the first proposed systems in this class is called
Distributed Intrusion Detection System(DIDS) [29]. It consists
of distributed host/LANmonitors and a centralized analysis
module called thedirector. In essence, monitors collect audit-
ing data and send them to the director for analysis.

DIDS has an interesting feature that enables tracing a user as
she moves across a monitored network. The idea is to assign
every user a unique network identification (NID) when she
first logs in the monitored network. An NID is different from
the typical user identification (UID). A user may have several
UIDs for different hosts and resources, but only a unique
NID. Accordingly, a user’s activities (including logins) are
associated with a single NID by the director. Based on its
records, the director can then track a user’s movement across
the network.

In some respects, DIDS employs acentralizedparadigm
(the director) to trace connection-chains. In contrast, Jung et al.
proposed a fully distributed system calledCaller Identification
System(CIS) [30]. The system requires installing two modules
at each host: an extended version oftcp-wrapper(ETCPW )
[31] and a CIS server (CISS). These modules interact locally
and remotely using a distributed protocol to verify the origin
of an inbound connection before allowing it in. Connections
with inconsistent route information are denied.

Under CIS, a connection-chain< h0, . . . , hi, . . . , hn > is
recursively traced as follows. When a new connection arrives
at a hosthi, the local ETCPW intercepts it and contacts
the localCISS to verify its origin. The localCISS, in turn,
contacts theCISS at hosthi−1 requesting route information
about the new connection. The remoteCISS replies with a
list of the previous hosts in the chain; i.e.< h0, . . . hi−2 >.
The localCISS then contacts every host in the returned list
to verify its integrity. If the integrity test is passed, it saves
the list for future requests by the next hosts in the connection-
chain; i.e.,< hi+1, . . . , hn >. It, finally, replies back to the
local ETCPW to allow the connection in.

Session Token Protocol(STOP) is another fully distributed
system that allows to recursively trace connection-chains[27].
In essence, STOP is an enhanced version of the standard
Identification Protocol(IDENT) [32]. It adds forensics and
tracing functionality to IDENT in two essential ways. First, a
STOP server is capable of saving user-level and application-
level data associated with an outbound connection upon the
request of a downstream host. The data is kept locally for
future forensic investigation. Secondly, a request can be re-
cursively propagated back to upstream hosts allowing tracing
connection-chains. This latter feature is somehow similarto
the recursive operation in CIS.

Wang et al. proposed another distributed system that calls
for installing special modules at routers as well as modified
servers at hosts [33]. This system employs an active approach.
Basically, the servers (liketelnetd) are modified to inject
a watermark into backward flows upon request. Modules at
the routers detect a watermark and respond appropriately. A
watermark is a specially designed string of characters that
depends on the modified server.

At last, system-based approaches are projected as a com-
prehensive solution. They are also meant to attain the best of
two worlds; network-based and host-based. They are however
expected to be more costly in terms of installation, operation
and maintenance.
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VIII. A SSESSMENT OFAPPROACHES

We have reviewed several connection-chain approaches and
classify them into several categories. In this section, we
evaluate those approaches against a set of criteria. Particularly,
the following criteria are considered:

• Domain: The different approaches are applicable to cer-
tain domains but not to others. For concrete treatment,
we assess their applicability against the following three
reference network models suggested in [6] (see section
II-C): closed model, academic modelandInternet model.
As indicated earlier, the challenges progressively increase
as one moves from one model to the next one. Hence,
ideally, a technique should work in the most general
model; i.e., the Internet model.

• Scalability: An important aspect of a given approach is its
ability and flexibility to meet growth demands. We refer
to such aspect as scalability, and evaluate the different ap-
proaches asgood, averageor poor. In principle, network-
based approaches have better scalability than host-based
ones. Additionally, a central entity is an indication of poor
scalability.

• Tracing Ability: Some approaches are designed to only
detect connection-chains. Others, however, are capable of
tracing as well. In theory, a detection module is needed
within a tracing system to initiate a tracing task. We
use this criterion to indicate whether a given approach
is designed for tracing. We useyesor no for that.

• Detection Accuracy: Detecting connection-chains is an
important aspect of any approach. We use this criterion
to rate the detection accuracy3 for each approach. High
accuracy is obviously a desired feature. The following
scale is used in this rating:high, averageand low.

• Evasion: This criterion refers to the ability of an attacker
(who is possibly aware of the system) to escape detection
and/or tracing. Ideally, an approach should be immune to
evasion attempts. Depending on how hard it is to evade a
given approach, the following scale is used:hard, average
andeasy.

• Cost: Different approaches incur varying costs. Such
costs are the result of different factors such as installation,
operation, and maintenance. This criterion is an estimate
of the aggregate costs incurred by a given approach. The
following scale is used:high, averageand low.

Using the above criteria, the assessment is summarized in
table I. We use descriptive labels such as high and low to es-
tablish a relative comparison between the different approaches.
It is important to note that the comparison is largely subjective
due to the lack of any quantitative comparison studies in the
literature.

For the application domain, we notice that none of the
proposed approaches applies to the Internet model. This is
because all of them require installing special modules in the
hosts and/or the network infrastructure. Such access is not
granted in the Internet model. We also notice that network-
based approaches are more general than other approaches, be-

3Detection accuracy is is analogous to thetrue-positiverate in intrusion
detection systems (IDS).

cause they apply to the academic model for which controlling
hosts is not required.

For scalability, network-based approaches obviously have
an advantage. Host-based approaches are expected to have a
poor scalability, because modifications are required for every
added host. Yet, system-based approaches are expected to have
an average scalability, since they employ both host-based and
network-based components.

For tracing ability, we mentioned earlier that anomaly-based
and host-based approaches can only detect a connection-chain.
This is because they employ local analysis. On the other hand,
tracing a connection-chain requires a global analysis to reveal
the whole chain. Such ability exists in similarity-based and
system-based approaches.

For detection, host-based modules are expected to produce
more accurate results. Network-based modules are inherently
less accurate, because they have to deal with issues such as
encryption and delay. In fact, anomaly-based ones are expected
to be even less accurate. This is because they rely on time
estimates (for instanceSend-Ack) that are hard to measure
accurately.

The difficulty of evasion varies among the different ap-
proaches. System-based approaches are harder to evade, since
they employ different distributed components. Therefore,if
one component fails, there is a better chance that another
component would resist the evasion. On the other hand, host-
based approaches are easiest to evade, because the hosts are
already compromised. Finally, network-based approaches are
expected to be in between.

In terms of cost, system-based approaches are expected to
incur the highest cost, because of the different distributed
components involved. Host-based approaches come next, as
the cost is expected to be per host. Network-based approaches
are expected to come last, since the cost is associated with the
network infrastructure.

IX. CONCLUSION AND OPEN DIRECTIONS

In this review, we surveyed several approaches for detect-
ing and tracing connection-chains. We also classified them
according to a proposed taxonomy. The review focused on
the technicalissues. Specifically, we showed how an approach
works and highlighted some shortcomings as well. We also
assessed the different approaches against a set of criteria.
The review also included relevant background materials and
various discussions.

We conclude this review by highlighting some possible
directions in connection-chains research. Taking this review as
a starting point, the following are some possibilities of where
to go from here.

• Simulation Environment: Studying connection-chains
would benefit from a powerful and flexible simulation en-
vironment. Existing simulation packages (for instance ns-
2) need nontrivial modifications to simulate connection-
chains. Along this direction, Xin et al. have recently
described a promising testbed to simulate and evaluate
connection-chains [34].

• Quantitative Comparative Study: A valuable study could
be conducting a quantitative comparative study of the
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Criteria Network-based Network-based Host-based System-based
(similarity-based) (anomaly-based)

Domain academic academic closed closed
Scalability good good poor average
Tracing Ability yes no no yes
Detection Accuracy average low high high
Evasion average average easy hard
Cost low low average high

TABLE I
ASSESSMENT OF THE DIFFERENT CONNECTION-CHAIN APPROACHES.

proposed approaches. Such study requires a framework
where different approaches can be compared according
to a set of quantitative criteria. In particular, similarity-
based approaches are a good candidate for such study.

• Evasion: It is a possibility for a careful attacker to evade
detection and/or tracing. Technically, these evasions are
targeting the detection and/or tracing process itself. A
valuable study would be to enumerate various scenarios
under which proposed techniques can be evaded

• New Approaches: This area of research is relatively
new. The review may inspire creating new approaches
or combining existing ones. The solution space is quite
large, and many ideas are still undiscovered.

• The Internet Model: We mentioned earlier that none of
the proposed approaches applies to the Internet model.
The ultimate challenge is to propose a solution for tracing
connection-chains in this model.

• Network Forensics: Tracing connection-chains is impor-
tant for network forensics applications. In particular,
it has the potential to help uncovering compromised
stepping-stones, the attack’s path and even the attacker’s
origin. Therefore, tracing connection-chains could be
projected as an infrastructure for a network forensics
system.
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